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What are switchbacks?

• Localised, sharp mostly 
Alfvenic fluctuations
• Outward propagation 

sense: enhancement in 
speed
• Typically sharp boundaries, 

but no consistent shape
• Scales of seconds to tens 

of minutes at s/c
• Occur in “patches” 

separated by quiet, steady 
wind
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Switchbacks are folds, not polarity reversals
Evidence from:
• Cross helicity and 

turbulence: McManus 
2020, Bouraine 2020
• Electron pitch angles: 

Froment 2021, Whittlesey

(Froment et al, 2021)

Pitch angle not 
reversed in 
switchback

(MacNeil et al., 2020)



Fine scale structure and Alfvenicity

• Switchbacks can have sharp 
edges
• Reconnection (Froment 2021)
• Diamagnetic effects (Farrell 

2020, Krasnoselskikh 2020)
• Field magnitude can be lower 

at edges and inside
• Field/density correlations 

(Larosa 2021) (Krasnoselskikh et al, 2020)



Energy content of switchbacks
• Proton core can carry more than twice the 

kinetic energy than ambient wind nearby

• How fast can a switchback go? 𝑉!" + 2𝑉# ≥
1000 𝑘𝑚/𝑠

• Has anyone calculated a full energy budget (KE 
and thermal of core, beam, alphas; Poynting 
flux, etc) of switchbacks?

(Horbury et al, Helios)

Poynting flux – in and 
out of SB

(Mozer et al., 2020)



Switchbacks are long and thin

• Widths 104km at 30 RS

• Lengths up to 1 RS

• Aligned with local 
Parker spiral

• Very short events at s/c 
are not necessarily 
short structures

(Laker et al, 2021)

This is the true 
aspect ratio of a 

switchback



Patches and occurrence
• Switchbacks occur in patches 

separated by smooth, quiet 
wind
• Dukok du Wit 2020:
• No characteristic switchback scale
• Long range correlation in waiting 

times (not expected of waves?)

(Bale et al, 2019)

(Dukok du Wit et al, 2020)

THIS is the discovery!



‘Patches’:  switchbacks vs quiet radial wind

Switchback/patches are 
often modulated in 
occurrence and 
amplitude

On E06 and E07, SBs are 
modulated by 
supergranulation scales 
in regions mapped to 
simple CH connectivity

E07 has visibly weaker 
dB/B
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‘Patches’:  T|| is 
modulated by SB patches

Proton T⊥ is strongly correlated to Vsw

Proton T|| is enhanced within patches of 
SBs, but not necessarily individual SBs

(Woodham et al., 2021, Wooley et al., 2020)



Kinetic instabilities and switchbacks

AIC waves (left) and 
ES whistler/Bernstein waves 
(right) are measured 
preferentially outside of SBs 

(Verneiro et al, 2020)
(Malaspina et al, 2020)



Deflection direction

• Some evidence for consistent 
deflection direction of 
switchbacks within patches
• Is this related to flow 

deflections? 
• Unclear

Patches of switchbacks 
with the same 

deflection direction

(Horbury et al., 2020)



Switchbacks are spherically/arc polarized
• The magnetic field moves 

on the tip of a sphere
• As expected for |B| ~ const.
• Ramifications for evolution

(Matteini et al, 2014; Bowen et al, 2021)



Where do we see switchbacks?
Everywhere?  Encounters 1, 6, and 7, at least – no clear correspondence with CH boundaries 

(Bale et al., 2019)



Where do we see switchbacks?
Fewer switchbacks nearer to the Sun

(Mozer et al., 2021) (Badman et al., 2021 – Br opposite to mode(Br)



Switchbacks and transverse flows

Kasper et al (2019) measure large transverse 
bulk flows with SPC for E01/E02

(…but Woodham et al (2021) compare SPC and SPANi and find that V_T differs substantially)

Hold off on invoking large V_T flows – jury is out

V_T SPC

V_T SPANi



Open questions
• Why do switchbacks occur in patches?  Why are the patches hotter?
• Can we pinpoint sources low in the corona?
• Are there additional kinetic signatures within switchbacks?
• How does switchback amplitude/size/rate depend on solar source?
• What is the 3D shape of a “typical” switchback?
• Why do switchbacks have consistent deflection directions within 

patches (if they really do)?
• How do SBs evolve to form fully developed turbulence in the outer 

heliosphere?


